
STERN TUBE
CONVERSION



Project Description
A major Great Lakes ship construction and repair 

operation needed to convert a ship’s stern tube bearing 

lube system from oil to water cooled. To accomplish this 

we shortened the 10” thick stern tube by 5 ¾”, faced o� 

the end of the stern tube, and bored ¾” of material out of 

the stern.



Mactech’s Value Added to the 
Project

Mactech was contracted to work on the project based on 

quality, timely, and on-time work done in the past. 

Mactech had a solid understanding of the job in place and 

what the customer was trying to accomplish.

Steps to Job Completion
1. Set-up 6” bore bar and rough bored 3/4” x 44” of   

    material out of stern tube

2. Welded a 3/4” x 6” x 36” diameter rolled ring to end of  

    stern tube

3. Mounted Mactech’s 843 Clamshell onto rolled ring and  

    severed 5 3/4“ o� end of 10” thick stern tube.

4. Re set-up 6” bore bar with facing attachment and   

    machined a weld prep groove on end of stern tube for  

    weld repairing a crack.

5. Faced end of stern tube perpendicular to centerline of  

    tube

6. Finish bore ID of stern tube



To go about this project we custom built sever blades that 

were made to be used with the 843 Clamshell to sever 10� 

wall stern tube as well as a 6� x 8� bore bar with facing 

attachment.

Equipment Used 

Results
The repower was completed on time and within the 

budget.

The customer is very happy with new water cooled lube 

system.



Mactech is the leading global provider of machining tools, technologies and 
on-site solutions for the industrial machining industry.

THE INDUSTRY LEADER IN
FIELD MACHINING SOLUTIONS

WE DEVELOP
tools AND technicians tailored to meet 

the needs of the industry 

WE ARE
adaptable for any circumstance

 WE FOLLOW
a “Solutions” approach

 WE CREATE
quality, reliability, innovation  

EXPERIENCE
40+ Years of Experience 
in a variety of advanced 
industrial situations

EQUIPMENT
OEM of equipment Well 
maintained inventory

RESPONSIVENESS
24/7 - 365 Support 
Systems and processes 
adaptable to customer

TECHNICIANS
Talented techs with a 
wide array of field 
machining experience

TOOLING
Tooling and equipment 
can be customized for a 
specific job quickly

TRAVEL
Worldwide support 
Experienced Traveling 
Technicians



MACTECH LOCATIONS
For more information on contacting your nearest sales agent, 

contact us at info@mactechonsite.com

WORLDWIDE SUPPLIERS
Mactech proudly has representation across the globe.  
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United States of America
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Mactech, Inc.
Red Wing, MN
1 (800) 328-1488

Mactech
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Mactech
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